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Abstract
Due to their high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and robustness to artifacts, steady state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) are a
popular technique for studying neural processing in the human visual system. SSVEPs are conventionally analyzed at individual
electrodes or linear combinations of electrodes which maximize some variant of the SNR. Here we exploit the fundamental as-
sumption of evoked responses – reproducibility across trials – to develop a technique that extracts a small number of high SNR,
maximally reliable SSVEP components. This novel spatial filtering method operates on an array of Fourier coefficients and projects
the data into a low-dimensional space in which the trial-to-trial spectral covariance is maximized. When applied to two sample data
sets, the resulting technique recovers physiologically plausible components (i.e., the recovered topographies match the lead fields of
the underlying sources) while drastically reducing the dimensionality of the data (i.e., more than 90% of the trial-to-trial reliability
is captured in the first four components). Moreover, the proposed technique achieves a higher SNR than that of the single-best
electrode or the Principal Components. We provide a freely-available MATLAB implementation of the proposed technique, herein
termed “Reliable Components Analysis”.
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Introduction
When presented with a temporally periodic stimulus, the vi-
sual system responds with a periodic response at the stimu-
lus frequency (and its harmonics). The resulting steady steady
visual evoked potential (SSVEP) [20, 36, 43, 44] is readily
measurable via electroencephalography (EEG) and has been
used extensively to probe the spatiotemporal dimensions of
visual sensory processing in the human brain (see [37, 45]).
In addition to their employment in cognitive [3] and develop-
mental/clinical neuroscience [2], SSVEPs have also been com-
monly applied to the development of brain-computer-interfaces
(BCIs [26],[27],[51]).
The volume conduction inherent to EEG spatially smoothes
the electric currents generated by cortical sources, thus low-
ering the spatial resolution of the resulting scalp measure-
ments. Viewed in another manner, however, the spatial diversity
brought about by volume conduction means that the underlying
neural signal may be picked up across multiple locations, each
with generally different noise statistics. Consequently, modern-
day SSVEP paradigms employ multichannel recording arrays
and afford the experimenter with high-dimensional data sets
spanning the electrode montage. The conventional procedure
is to a priori select one or a few target electrodes and then to
analyze the evoked data in the space of the chosen subset. In
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contrast, spatial filtering approaches [12] exploit the spatial re-
dundancy inherent to EEG and form linear combinations of the
data, yielding signal “components”. A variety of approaches to
computing the spatial filter weights have been proposed: max-
imizing statistical independence [46], maximizing the variance
explained [35], minimizing the noise power [10], and maximiz-
ing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [5], [10]. The spatial filter-
ing approach to SSVEPs yields a parsimonious, low-rank rep-
resentation of the experimental data with the SNR of the com-
ponents generally exhibiting an increase over that of individual
electrodes. Moreover, the topography of weights comprising
the linear combination can potentially inform one of the (at least
approximate) location of the underlying neuronal generators.
However, this latter potential has not been fully realized by
existing spatial filtering approaches [12]. The predominant cri-
terion being optimized in current spatial filtering paradigms is
the SNR, which increases exponentially with decreasing noise
power. The SNR maximizing approaches thus often operate
by steering the array orthogonal to the noise subspace, without
controlling for the ensuing signal distortion. Consequently, the
topographies of the resulting components do not always bear
resemblance to the scalp projections of actual cortical sources,
and are thus difficult to interpret (see Figure 8 in [5], for exam-
ple).
The primary application of spatial filtering SSVEP tech-
niques has been the BCI [4, 12, 24, 30, 33, 47, 50], where SNR
optimization, rather than faithful signal representation, is the
primary goal. By contrast, cognitive and neurobiological imag-
ing research commonly employs SSVEPs to elucidate neural
information processing, typically examining the SSVEP at a
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single electrode or by its (raw unfiltered) topography across the
electrode array (see, for example, [18, 21, 28, 29, 41, 42]).
Recently, a novel spatial filtering technique which maximizes
the inter-subject correlations among a set of continuous EEG
records has been proposed [8]. This method projects the data of
multiple subjects onto a common space such that the resulting
projections capture the neural responses common to all view-
ers. Here, we adopt a similar approach in the SSVEP context
by focusing on the across-trial correlations. The technique ex-
ploits the fundamental assumption of evoked responses – re-
producibility across trials – to identify spatial components of
the SSVEP which exhibit maximal trial-to-trial covariance. In
other words, we project the data into a space in which the reli-
ability of the SSVEP Fourier coefficients is maximal. The pro-
posed technique operates on single-trial SSVEP spectra and ex-
plicitly represents the trial dimension. This is in contrast to ex-
isting component analysis techniques which “stack” or concate-
nate the trial dimension in order to achieve a two-dimensional
data matrix (space-by-time or space-by-frequency) from which
covariance matrices are typically formed (notable exceptions
include [49, 50] which employ a tensor formulation of the data
in conjunction with multiway CCA to perform trial selection).
Note that such stacking throws away the structure of evoked re-
sponse data. Here, we instead use the third (trial) dimension to
focus the spatial filters onto features which are reliably evoked
in each trial.
We apply the technique to one simulated and one real SSVEP
data set, and from each extract components that exhibit behav-
ior consistent with physiology (for example, the method recov-
ers dipolar topographies which contralateralize with the stim-
ulated visual hemifield). Moreover, the SNR of the captured
components is significantly higher than that of the “best” (i.e.,
highest SNR) individual electrode. We contrast the method to
both Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and the Common
Spatial Patterns (CSP) technique [5] which explicitly optimizes
the SNR, and find that the proposed technique yields favor-
able tradeoffs between plausibility of components and achieved
SNR. Additionally, the proposed method provides a drastic di-
mensionality reduction as the number of components required
to capture the bulk of the trial-to-trial reliability is shown to
be more than an order of magnitude lower than the number of
acquired channels. In summary, the proposed technique yields
a compact representation of SSVEP data sets with high-SNR,
physiologically plausible components by optimizing the char-
acteristic feature of evoked responses – reliability across tri-
als. A MATLAB toolbox which contains source code to imple-
ment the technique, herein referred to as “Reliable Components
Analysis” (RCA) is available at github.com/dmochow/rca.
Methods
Reliable components analysis
The following details the extension of the method of [8] to
the SSVEP context; namely, we propose a component analysis
technique which explicitly maximizes the trial-to-trial spectral
covariance of the SSVEP. The approach is inspired by canoni-
cal correlation analysis [19] and its generalizations to multiple
subjects [22], differing in that it uses the same projection for all
data sets. It is conceptually similar to the “common canonical
variates” method [31], which is based on a maximum likelihood
formulation, as opposed to the generalized eigenvalue problem
developed in [8] and herein.
Consider an experimental paradigm in which a stimulus is
presented N times, such that we have a set of N data matri-
ces {X1, . . . ,XN} where Xn represents the neural response dur-
ing trial n. Specifically, the (mean-centered) rows of Xn denote
channels, with the columns carrying real and imaginary Fourier
coefficients across the frequency range of interest (i.e., a three-
response-frequency paradigm will have 6 columns in Xn).
In the following, let Pi = {(pi, qi)} = {(1, 2), (1, 3), . . . , (N −
1,N)} denote the set of all P = N × (N − 1)/2 unique trial pairs.
We then form the following trial-aggregated data matrices:
X¯1 =
[
Xp1 Xp2 . . . XpP
]
X¯2 =
[
Xq1 Xq2 . . . XqP
]
. (1)
We apply a linear spatial filter to the aggregated spectral data
y¯1 = X¯T1w, (2)
y¯2 = X¯T2w, .
where T denotes matrix transposition. The correlation coef-
ficient between the resulting spatially filtered data records is
given by:
ρ¯ =
y¯T1 y¯2
(y¯T1 y¯1)1/2(y¯
T
2 y¯2)1/2
. (3)
Substituting (2) into (3) yields:
ρ¯ =
wTR12w
(wTR11w)1/2(wTR22w)1/2
, (4)
where
R11 =
1
2FP
2FP∑
i=1
XpiX
T
pi
R22 =
1
2FP
2FP∑
i=1
XqiX
T
qi
R12 =
1
2FP
2FP∑
i=1
XpiX
T
qi , (5)
where F is the number of analyzed frequencies, R11 and R22
denote within-trial spatial covariance matrices, and R12 is the
across-trial spatial covariance matrix which captures trial-to-
trial reliability. Note from (4) that ρ¯ is the ratio of across-
to within-trial covariance. We seek to find the spatial filter w
which maximizes this ratio:
arg max
w
ρ¯. (6)
It is shown in [8] that assuming wTR11w = wTR22w, the solu-
tion to (6) is a generalized eigenvalue problem:
λ(R11 + R22)w = R12w, (7)
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where λ is the generalized eigenvalue corresponding to the
maximal trial-aggregated correlation coefficient (i.e., the opti-
mal value of ρ¯) achieved by projecting the data onto the spatial
filter w. There are multiple such solutions, ranked in decreas-
ing order of trial-to-trial reliability: λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λD, where
D = min [rank (R12) , rank (R11 + R22)]. The associated gener-
alized eigenvectors, w1,w2, . . . ,wD are not generally orthogo-
nal. This is in contrast to PCA which yields spatially orthog-
onal filter weights. However, the component spectra recovered
by the various w’s are mutually uncorrelated [14].
It is also worthwhile to point out that the assumption
wTR11w = wTR22w does not limit generality, as one can simply
define Pi′ = {(pi, qi), (qi, pi)} = {(1, 2), . . . , (N − 1,N), (N,N −
1), . . . , (2, 1)} and then substitute Pi′ in (1) to ensure that R11 =
R22; this was performed throughout our analyses. Moreover,
when computing the generalized eigenvalues of (7), we regular-
ize the within-trial pooled covariance by keeping only the first
K dimensions, where K corresponds to the “knee” of the eigen-
value spectrum, in the spectral representation of R11 +R22. For
the data sets considered here, K ≈ 10. Finally, it will be sub-
sequently shown that the bulk of the across-trial reliability is
captured in the first C dimensions, where C  D. This fact is
responsible for the dimensionality reduction of RCA, which we
quantify in the forthcoming results by defining the following
measure:
η(C) =
∑C
i=1 λi∑D
i=1 λi
, (8)
where η(C) is termed the proportion of reliability explained by
the first C RCs.
Comparison techniques.
Throughout the results, we compare the behavior of the pro-
posed technique (shown diagrammatically in Figure 1) with
two of the more commonly employed component analysis tech-
niques: CSP [5] and PCA. To allow for a fair comparison
among these three techniques, care was taken to ensure that
all three methods were driven by the same spatial covariances.
To that end, CSP seeks to project the sensor data onto a space
in which the difference between two conditions is maximized
[5]. In the SSVEP context, these two conditions are simply
“stimulation-on” and “stimulation-off”. As a result, CSP effec-
tively maximizes the following SNR criterion [12]:
max
w
wTRxw
wT (Rx + Rn)w
, (9)
where Rx is the spatial covariance matrix of the observed data
during visual stimulation and Rn is the noise-only spatial co-
variance (i.e., no stimulation). For the simulated data set (de-
tails forthcoming), we estimated this noise covariance by as-
suming that a noise-only period was available (i.e., we formed
the covariance by simply omitting the propagation of the de-
sired signal to the array). For the real data set, we estimated
the noise covariance matrix from the temporal frequency bands
directly adjacent (one below and one above) the signal frequen-
cies considered (i.e., the even harmonics of the stimulation fre-
quency). Meanwhile, for both simulated and real data sets,
Figure 1: A diagrammatic view of reliable components analysis (RCA). A
frequency-by-electrode data matrix Xn which captures the SSVEPs across the
array is constructed for every trial n. An optimally tuned spatial filter w then
projects all N such data matrices onto a common space in which the trial-to-
trial covariance of the resulting spectra yn is maximized. In our implementa-
tion, the raw data matrices Xn contain the real and imaginary parts of Fourier
coefficients at frequencies corresponding to the stimulus frequency and its har-
monics. The projected spectra consist of linear combinations of the spectra
at individual electrodes, with the weights of the linear combination chosen to
maximize trial-to-trial reliability.
Rx = R11 = R22; that is, the within-trial spatial covariance
used in the RCA optimization is precisely the observed spatial
covariance in CSP.
By contrast, PCA identifies linear combinations of electrodes
which maximize the proportion of variance explained in the ob-
served data:
max
w
wTRxw
wTw
, (10)
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with the within trial spatial covariance R11 = R22 taking the
place of Rx in the implementation. Importantly, the same reg-
ularization value K (described above) was used for all three
methods.
Component scalp projections
When comparing component topographies, we contrast not the
spatial filter weights yielded by the appropriate optimization
problem, but rather the resulting scalp projection of the activity
recovered by that spatial filter. This inverse topography is gen-
erally more informative than the weights in that it encompasses
both the filter weights as well as the data that is being multi-
plied by them [17]. Specifically, let us construct a weight ma-
trix W whose columns represent the spatial filter weight vectors
w yielded by a component analysis technique. The projections
of the resulting components onto the scalp data are given by
[17, 34]:
A = RxW(WTRxW)−1, (11)
where Rx = R11 = R22 is the (within-trial) spatial covariance
matrix of the observed data. The columns of A represent the
pattern of electric potentials that would be observed on the scalp
if only the source signal recovered by w was active, and in-
form us of the approximate location of the underlying neuronal
sources (up to the inherent limits imposed by volume conduc-
tion in EEG).
Synthetic data set
Prior to delving into real data, we evaluated the proposed tech-
nique in a simulated environment. Simulations possess several
desirable properties stemming from the fact that one has ac-
cess to ground-truth signals, which is particularly beneficial for
the computation of the achieved SNR. A simulation also allows
one to easily sweep through parameter spaces; here, we per-
form a Monte Carlo simulation which evaluates the effect of the
number of trials on the recovered components. 500 draws were
simulated for each of the following number of trials per draw:
{10, 20, 30, 50, 100}. Our aim was to assess the behavior of the
proposed and conventional component analysis techniques as a
function of the amount of available data from which to learn the
required spatial filters.
With the availability of detailed, anatomically-accurate head
models, the volume conduction aspect of EEG can be readily
modeled in a simulation [15]. To that end, we employed a three-
layer boundary element model (BEM) model which was ac-
companied by labeled cortical surface mesh regions-of-interest
(ROIs, see [1] for details). We chose one of these cortical sur-
face ROIs as the “reliable” source which models the evoked
signal, and another ROI as the variable source which models
spontaneous activity not reliably evoked by the paradigm. We
subsequently contrasted the topographies of the recovered com-
ponents with the lead fields of these simulated sources, thus
shedding light on the ability of the various techniques to re-
cover the signal generators. In other words, we probed whether
the techniques recover the underlying sources, and if so, under
what conditions.
Specifically, the BEM head model consisted of 20484 corti-
cal surface mesh nodes and 128 electrodes placed on the scalp
according to a subset of the 10/5 system [32]. As mentioned
above, two sources were modeled: the reliable source was des-
ignated as the set of all nodes adjacent to the calcarine sulcus
(“peri-calcarine”) and consisted of 232 nodes. The SSVEP gen-
erated by this source had unit amplitude and a fixed phase angle
at every trial. Meanwhile, the “variable” source was located in
the lateral orbital frontal gyrus and spanned 531 mesh nodes.
The phase angle of the SSVEP generated by this source was
randomly drawn from a uniform distribution over (0, 2pi), with
its amplitude drawn from a zero-mean normal distribution with
unit variance. Both reliable and variable sources consisted of
two frequencies (F = 2, modeling two even harmonics, for ex-
ample). Additionally, additive white Gaussian noise was added
at each electrode, with the variance of the noise matched to the
average signal variance across the 128 electrode array. The re-
sulting SNR (with the “noise” encompassing both the variable
source and the additive noise) had a median (across trials) value
of −22 dB, which is in the estimated range for the real EEG sig-
nal [13].
Real data set
SSVEPs were collected from 22 subjects (gender-balanced,
mean age 20 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal visual
acuity. Informed consent was obtained prior to study initiation
under a protocol that was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Stanford University. Visual stimuli were presented
using in-house software on a contrast linearized CRT monitor
with a resolution of 800-by-600 and a vertical refresh rate of 72
Hz. Stimuli consisted of oblique sinusoidal gratings windowed
by a 10 degree square centered vertically to the left or right of
fixation, depending on the hemifield being stimulated. Stimuli
for each hemified were mirror symmetric, with gratings on the
left oriented at 45 ◦, and those on the right oriented at 135 ◦.
For both hemifields, the spatial frequency of the gratings was 3
cycles per degree, with mean luminance kept constant through-
out the experiments. Stimulus contrast was defined as the dif-
ference between the maximum and minimum luminance of the
grating divided by their sum. The contrast of the stimulus was
temporally modulated (i.e., contrast reversal) by a 9 Hz sinu-
soid. Each stimulus presentation consisted of ten 1-second pre-
sentations of contrast reversal. Each 1s presentation occurred
at a fixed contrast, with the first set to 0.05, the last at 0.8, and
the rest logarithmically spaced between these two values. The
22 subjects were split into two groups of 11. For one group, the
stimulus was presented 90 times in the right visual field, and
10 times in the left visual field, with the ordering randomized
before the beginning of the session. For the other group, these
numbers were reversed. In the analysis, we retained only the 90
trials corresponding to the predominantly stimulated hemifield.
The EEG was acquired using a 128-channel electrode array
(Electrical Geodesics Inc, OR) at a sampling rate of 500Hz with
a vertex reference electrode. All pre-processing was done of-
fline using in-house software. Signals were band-pass filtered
between 0.1 Hz and 200 Hz. Channels in which 15% of the
samples exceeded a fixed threshold of 2550 µV were replaced
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with a spatial average of the six nearest neighbors. Within
each channel, 1 second epochs containing samples exceeding
a fixed threshold (2550 µV) were rejected. The EEG was then
re-referenced to the common average of all channels. Spec-
tral analysis was performed via a Discrete Fourier Transform
with 0.5 Hz resolution. The contrast reversing stimuli gener-
ated VEPs whose spectra were dominated by even multiples of
the presentation frequency (i.e., 2nd, 4th and 6th harmonics);
as such, the real- and imaginary-components of these 3 Fourier
coefficients across the array formed the 128-by-6 data record
stemming from each trial.
Results
To evaluate the proposed technique, we applied RCA to two
SSVEP data sets whose full details are described in the Meth-
ods. Briefly, the first is a synthetic data set which employs a
BEM head model to simulate the propagation of cortical signals
to an array of scalp electrodes; the simulation analysis allows
for ground-truth measurements of the SNR as well as a compar-
ison of recovered component topographies with the lead fields
of the underlying sources. The second (real) data set was ac-
quired in a paradigm consisting of visual stimulation of the left-
or right-hemifield with sinusoidal gratings presented at a tem-
poral frequency of f = 9Hz. In addition to RCA, we evaluated
the popular CSP [5] method as well as PCA.
We first present the results of evaluating the three component
analysis techniques on the synthetic data set, beginning with an
examination of the extracted components. When comparing the
scalp topographies of the various components, we depict not the
weights themselves (i.e., the “W”) but rather their projection
onto the scalp (i.e., the “A”, see Methods). For a detailed ex-
plication of the computation of this scalp projection, please re-
fer to the Methods section “Component scalp projections” and
[17, 34].
Figure 2 illustrates the scalp projections of the first two
components recovered by each method, where we have cho-
sen a representative draw from the Monte Carlo simulation
to construct the figure. The lead fields corresponding to the
ground-truth signal sources are illustrated in Panel A: the “reli-
able” source has a symmetric front-to-back dipolar topography
roughly centered over electrode Oz, and serves as the desired
signal in the simulation. Meanwhile, the “variable” source is
marked by a symmetric frontal topography with the center of
the negative pole roughly over electrode Fz; this source serves
as the interference. Panel B depicts the topographies yielded
by the CSP technique. Given 10 trials of data, the technique is
unable to recover a component with an occipital topography re-
sembling the desired source. This topography begins to emerge
at 20 trials (CSP1 and CPS2), though it is visibly noisy and con-
tains strong contribution from the frontal interference source.
By increasing the available data from which to learn the CSP
spatial filters, the ground-truth lead field emerges cleanly at 50
trials. Moreover, a noisy version of the variable source is also
recovered in CSP2.
Consider next Figure 2C, which depicts the scalp projections
yielded by PCA. For all values of the number of available trials,
the first PC is clearly capturing the frontal interference source.
As this source exhibits more variability than the desired source
(i.e., amplitude and phase differ across trials), the projection of
the data which maximizes the proportion of variance explained
is matched to its frontal scalp topography. Meanwhile, for all
values of the number of trials, the desired signal is captured in
PC2. Note, however, that the resulting component is clearly a
mixture of the desired and interference sources, as evident by
its frontal activity. This mixture ensues as a result of PCA’s
constraint of spatial orthogonality among its weight vectors.
Figure 2D illustrates the component projections yielded by
RCA: at 10 trials per draw, the method is able to recover both
desired (RC1) and interfering (RC2) sources. The topography
of RC1 “loses” its frontal positivity at 30 trials, and yields clean
topographies for both simulated sources at 50 trials. At 100
available trials, RCA cleanly recovers both reliable and vari-
able sources from the data. The correct ordering of recovered
components stems from the technique’s criterion of reliability:
the desired source is, by construction, more reliable across tri-
als than the variable source. Moreover, the “cleanliness” of the
recovered topographies is aided by its explicit use of the trial di-
mension, which focuses the spatial filter weights on dimensions
which maximally covary across these trials.
Figure 2 was derived from a representative but single simu-
lation draw; a more complete evaluation of the recovered com-
ponents is shown in Figure 3, which depicts the median devi-
ations (across simulation draws) between the obtained compo-
nent scalp projections and the reliable signal’s lead field. That
is, we use the vector angle between the obtained and desired
topography as a measure of “goodness”. The dashed line con-
nects the components with the lowest angular deviation for
each method (i.e., PC2, RC1, and CSP1). At 10 trials per
draw (black markers), PC2 and RC1 yield the lowest median
angular error (39o and 41o respectively, no significant differ-
ence); these median values are significantly lower than that of
CSP1 (median=64o, n = 500 p = 2 × 10−29, paired, left-tailed
Wilcoxon signed rank test). At 20 trials per draw, the median
deviations are reduced to 35o for PC2, 36o for RC1, and 51o
for CSP1. PC2 and RC1 are found to significantly outperform
CSP1 (p < 3 × 10−14). At 30 trials per draw, RC1 yields the
lowest median error of 29o, followed by 33o for PC2, and 35o
for CSP1 (all pairwise differences are significant, p < 0.04).
At 50 trials per draw, CSP1 yields the lowest angular deviation
of 23o, followed by RC1 at 24o, and PC2 at 32o. All pairwise
differences are again statistically significant (p < 6× 10−7). Fi-
nally, given 100 trials per draw, CSP1 yields an angular error
of 18.0o, with the corresponding errors for RC1 and PC1 being
18.3o and 31o, respectively, with all pairwise differences signif-
icant (p < 2 × 10−35).
While the physiological plausibility of an extracted com-
ponent is certainly important to inferring the corresponding
source, in some applications (for example, signal detection), it
may be appropriate to sacrifice physiological meaning in order
to achieve a high SNR. This entails focusing the spatial filter
weights on the channels which exhibit low noise power. To that
end, Figure 4 displays the SNRs yielded by the components
found above as a function of the number of available trials. The
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Figure 2: Sample component topographies recovered by component analysis techniques as a function of the number of available trials per simulation draw. (A)
Lead fields of the reliable (top panel) and variable (bottom panel) sources employed in the simulation, as computed from a three-layer BEM head model. (B) CSP
requires 30 trials to recover the topography of the desired source, while unable to cleanly extract the lead field of the variable source, even at 100 trials. (C) For
all number of trials, PCA recovers the variable source (PC1) and desired source (PC2). However, due to PCA’s requirement of spatially orthogonal weight vectors,
the topography of PC2 contains prominent contributions from the frontal interference source, even at 100 trials. (D) RCA recovers the reliable source (RC1) and
variable source (RC2), with clean versions of both found at 50 trials.
data points convey the median value across simulation draws,
while the dashed line connects the components with the highest
SNR for each method. At 10 trials, the highest SNR is attained
by RC1 (median=74), followed by PC2 (median=58) and then
CSP1 (median=0). This ordering is preserved up until 30 tri-
als, with all pairwise differences showing statistical significance
(p < 1 × 10−32, n = 500, paired right-sided Wilcoxon rank sign
test). At 50-100 trials, however, CSP1 yields the highest SNR
(median = 271 at 100 trials), followed by RC1 (median = 178)
and PC2 (median = 164). All pairwise differences are again
statistically significant (p < 3 × 10−28). The behavior of CSP
on this data set is a reflection of the technique’s aim to project
the data onto the null space of the noise, which it is here able to
find at 50 trials.
Evaluation on real data.
We now turn to the evaluation of the component analysis
techniques on a real data set. Similar to what was described
above for the simulated data, we sought to evaluate the physio-
logical plausibility of the components yielded by RCA and its
alternatives. Here, however, we do not possess ground-truth in-
formation as to the lead fields of the underlying cortical sources.
From the anatomy of the human visual system, however, input
in the left visual field (i.e., left “hemifield”) is processed in the
right cerebral hemisphere and vice versa. Thus, one way of as-
sessing the physiological relevance of the obtained components
is to compute the projections separately for stimulation of the
left and right hemifields (LH and RH, respectively), and then
observe whether a contralateralization of the scalp topographies
emerges. Moreover, to assess the role of the input SNR in the
physiological plausibility of the resulting components, we per-
formed the analysis separately for varying levels of stimulus
contrast and thus response amplitude. In what follows, we fo-
cus exclusively on the first component (i.e., CSP1, PC1, and
RC1) of each candidate method.
Figure 5A displays the lead fields from both left and right
primary visual cortices (V1-L and V1-R, respectively), as com-
puted from a BEM model of a sample head. Striate visual cor-
tex is expected to be a major generator of the activity evoked by
this SSVEP paradigm. The dipolar topographies exhibit mirror
symmetry with the left primary visual cortex projecting posi-
tively to the right occipital electrodes, and vice versa.
Figure 5B depicts the scalp projections of CSP for both LH
and RH at each stimulus contrast. At low contrast, the to-
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Figure 3: Assessing the ability of component analysis techniques to recover the desired source in a synthetic data set. Each data point conveys the median (across
Monte Carlo simulation draws) vector angle between the recovered component’s scalp projection and the lead field of the (known) desired signal source. The dashed
line connects the component best matched to the underlying lead field for each method. At 10-20 trials, the topographies of PC2 and RC1 are closest to the desired
lead field, with the yielded angular errors significantly lower than that of CSP1 (p < 3×10−14, paired left-tailed Wilcoxon rank sign test). At 30 trials, RC1 recovers
the component closest to the generating lead field (p = 0.04). At 50-100 trials, CSP1 slightly outperforms RC1, which in turn yields lower median angular error
than PC2 (p < 6 × 10−7).
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Figure 4: A comparison of the SNRs yielded by component analysis techniques on a synthetic data set, shown as a function of the number of trials. The data points
convey the median value across simulation draws. The dashed line connects the components with the highest SNR for each method. At 10 trials, the highest SNR
is attained by RC1 (median=74), followed by PC2 (median=58) and then CSP1 (median=0). This ordering is preserved up to 30 trials and all pairwise differences
are statistically significant (p < 1 × 10−32, paired, right-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test). At 50-100 trials, however, CSP1 yields the highest SNR (median = 271
at 100 trials), followed by RC1 (median = 178) and PC2 median = 164). All pairwise differences are statistically significant (p < 3 × 10−28). The behavior of CSP
on this data set is a reflection of the technique’s aim to project the data onto the null space of the noise, which it is here able to find at 50 trials.
pographies are visibly noisy and lack the spatial structure ex-
pected in a visual paradigm (i.e., concentration of activity at
the occipital electrodes). A contralateralization of the scalp to-
pographies with stimulated hemifield is not apparent until 80%
contrast, at which the scalp projections still lack strong mirror-
symmetry. Consider now Panel C, which displays the topogra-
phies of PCA. The ensuing dipolar topographies more closely
resemble the maps expected from this visual paradigm. More-
over, there is a progressively greater level of mirror symmetry
in the obtained scalp projections with increasing contrast, and
clear contralateralization emerges at 53% contrast. The scalp
projections of RCA are shown in Panel D: a contralateraliza-
tion with the stimulated hemifield is readily observed at 16%
contrast. Moreover, the topographies remain quite stable with
contrast, suggesting that RCA is robust to input SNR. Finally,
note that the RCA topographies bear the closest resemblance to
the V1 lead fields of Panel A. We refrain, however, from pro-
claiming the RCs as better recovering the underlying sources
in this data set: extrastriate visual areas such as V2, V3, V3a,
V4, and MT, whose lead fields also contralateralize with the
stimulated hemifield, may also have been activated.
Next, we computed the single-trial SNR of the components
found by the three candidate methods, computing the spatial
filter weights individually for each subject to take into account
inter-subject variability. SNR estimation was facilitated by
defining noise frequency bands as lying directly adjacent to
the frequencies of interest (i.e., the first three even harmonics).
We pool across the subject dimension to yield a distribution of
n = 1980 single-trial SNRs for each method and stimulus con-
trast level. Additionally, we performed a post-hoc exhaustive
search of the electrode space to identify the single electrode
yielding the highest single-channel SNR. The results are shown
in Figure 6, where the data points depict the median SNR im-
provement over this best individual-channel.
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Figure 5: RCA yields physiologically plausible scalp topologies insensitive to input SNR. (A) Theoretical scalp projections from the left (L) and right (R) primary
visual cortices as computed by the boundary element model (BEM) of an individual human head. (B) The scalp projections of the first CSP as computed from
data recorded during visual stimulation of the left (L) and right (R) hemifields. At low contrasts, the topologies lack physiological plausibility and appear to to
be driven by noise; moreover, a lack of lateralization is apparent until the highest contrast level. (C) Same as (A) but now for the first principal component (PC).
The corresponding topographies bear closer resemblance to the dipolar maps commonly seen in EEG forward modeling. The level of observed contralateralization
increases with the stimulus contrast, highlighting that PCA components become more physiologically plausible as the input SNR increases. (D) The scalp projections
of the first reliable component (RC) exhibit physiologically plausible topographies with clear lateralization even at low contrast-values, with the topographies
remaining relatively stable over the entire contrast range. This suggests that the technique is more robust to a low input SNR, which follows from its exploitation
of the trial-to-trial covariance structure in the data. Moreover, the topographies bear a close resemblance to the lead fields from primary visual cortex (Panel A),
including the location of the back end of the dipole. Note that the broader poles of the empirical topographies are likely due to the smoothing out of the projection
by averaging across multiple subjects.
Notice first that the median SNR yielded by the PCA is lower
than that given by the best individual channel for all contrast
values: at low (16%) contrast, PCA suffers a median SNR
degradation of 24 ± 7% (mean ± s.e.m.) relative to the best
individual electrode. This is indicative of the fact that dimen-
sions explaining the majority of the variance in EEG often cap-
ture noise sources. At high (80%) contrast, the degradation is
lower: 8 ± 12%. Meanwhile, RCA offers a median SNR im-
provement of 14 ± 7% at low-contrast, and 49 ± 18% at high
contrast, relative to the best channel. Finally, CSP explicitly
optimizes the SNR and, coupled with the large number of tri-
als per subject, yields large improvements over the best chan-
nel: 131 ± 116% at low-contrast, and 262 ± 52% at high con-
trast. We performed a Wilcoxon signed rank test to determine
whether the differences in SNR improvements between meth-
ods are significant: for all input contrasts, the SNRs yielded
by RCA are significantly greater from those yielded by PCA
(p < 3 × 10−22, n = 1980, paired, right-tailed Wilcoxon signed
rank test). Similarly, the CSP SNRs are significantly greater
than those of RCA (p < 6 × 10−69).
To quantify the level of dimensionality reduction afforded by
RCA on this data set, we computed the proportion of reliability
explained as a function of the number of RCs (see equation 8 in
Methods). This is the reliability analogue of the proportion of
variance explained as a function of the number of PCs, which
was also computed on the data. To shed light on the tradeoff be-
tween trial-to-trial covariance and variance explained, we then
performed a “cross-over” analysis which considers the amount
of trial-to-trial reliability captured by the PCs, and the amount
of variance explained by the RCs.
Figure 7A displays the proportion of reliability explained as a
function of the number of retained RCs (solid line, filled mark-
ers) and PCs (dashed line, open markers) for the low (black
markers) and high (magenta markers) contrast case. The first
RC captures 41% and 50% of the trial-to-trial covariance for
the low- and high-contrast case, respectively. Meanwhile, more
than 93% of the reliability is contained in the first four RCs, rep-
resenting a dimensionality reduction of 128/4 = 32 while only
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Figure 6: RCA yields SNRs greater than the best single electrode. The figure shows the median (across n = 1980 trials pooled across subjects) SNR improvement
over the best (post-hoc selected) individual electrode as yielded by various component analysis methods. For all contrast levels, PCA yields degradations in SNR
relative to the best channel. RCA provides a 14 ± 7% improvement in the low-contrast condition, while yielding 49 ± 18% improvement in the high-contrast
condition. For all contrast values, the median RCA SNR is significantly greater than that of PCA (p < 3 × 10−22, paired, right-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test).
Meanwhile, the CSP method explicitly optimizes the SNR and offers improvements as high as 262 ± 52% in the high-contrast case. The median CSP SNR is
significantly higher than the corresponding median SNR yielded by RCA (p < 6 × 10−69) for all stimulus contrasts.
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Figure 7: Reducing dimensionality of SSVEP data sets by forming components optimizing the reliability and variance. (A) Proportion of reliability explained as a
function of the number of retained components. The first four RCs capture > 95 of the trial-to-trial covariance in the data, with 35 − 55% captured by the first four
PCs (B) Proportion of within-trial variance explained as a function of the number of retained components. The first four PCs explain 75% of the variance, with the
first four RCs capturing < 10% of the within-trial variance.
sacrificing less than 10% of the reliable SSVEP. Meanwhile,
the PCs are tuned to optimally capture within-trial variance and
thus capture substantially less of the trial-to-trial reliability: the
first four PCs capture 38% and 54% of the trial-to-trial covari-
ance for the low- and high-contrast data, respectively. More-
over, while the cumulative curve converges to unity at C = 6
RCs, more than ten PCs are required to explain the full reliabil-
ity spectrum.
Figure 7B displays the corresponding amount of variance ex-
plained as a function of the number of retained PCs and RCs.
The first four PCs explain 71% and 74% of the within-trial vari-
ance for the low- and high-contrast case, respectively. Note,
however, that the number of PCs required to account for the
bulk (i.e., virtually all) of the within-trial variance is still sub-
stantially greater than ten. Meanwhile, the first four RCs cap-
ture just 9% of the within-trial variance, exemplifying the stark
difference in criteria being optimized by PCA and RCA.
Discussion
We have presented a novel component analysis technique which
drastically reduces the dimensionality of SSVEP data sets
while retrieving physiologically plausible scalp topographies
and yielding SNRs greater than the best single electrode. The
method follows from the fundamental assumption of evoked re-
sponses, namely that the neural activity evoked by the experi-
mental paradigm is reproducible from trial-to-trial.
The results of the simulation study revealed that RCA pro-
vides a desirable tradeoff between physiological plausibility
and output SNR. Specifically, the technique recovered the de-
sired source topography with comparable or lower angular error
relative to PCA and CSP for all number of trials per simulation
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draw (Figures 2 and 3). Moreover, RCA achieves the highest
output SNR at ≤ 30 trials, with CSP significantly outperform-
ing RCA/PCA at ≥ 50 trials (Figure 4).
The analysis of real data acquired in a single-hemifield vi-
sual stimulation paradigm demonstrated the ability of RCA to
yield physiologically plausible components which contralater-
alize with the stimulated hemifield even at low contrast (Fig-
ure 5). PCA recovered components which exhibit progres-
sively more physiological plausibility with increasing contrast;
however, the output SNR of these extracted components fell
below that yielded by the best single channel. Finally, CSP
yielded high SNR components for all contrast levels, but sacri-
ficed physiological plausibility of the topographies, particularly
at low contrast.
Relevance of simulation results. The simulation study per-
formed here is clearly a simplification of the actual neural en-
vironment that generates SSVEPs. Aspects of the simulation
that reflect potential deviations from reality include: dipolar
sources [38], average isotropic conductivity values [48], and
uncorrelated additive sensor noise. Nevertheless, we feel that
simulations are useful here in order to quantify the tradeoffs
inherent to the existing methods. While the figures of merit ob-
tained in a simulation may not necessarily translate to real set-
tings, their relative values (i.e., comparisons across methods)
are more likely to hold. Moreover, the validity of simulation
results is boosted when consistent with that found in evalua-
tions on real data. Notice, for example, the general agreement
between the results of Figures 2 and 5.
Learning on individual versus aggregated data. As with
any component analysis technique, a learning procedure is em-
ployed by RCA to estimate the reliability-maximizing spatial
filters. An important question is whether one should learn on
subject-aggregated data, yielding a set of uniform RCs for the
entire data set, or rather compute the components separately for
each subject. The tradeoff here is between the noise level in
the estimated covariance matrices (subject-aggregated covari-
ance has lower estimation noise) and the ability to exploit in-
dividual differences in component topographies. For example,
to construct Figure 5, which aimed to characterize the reliable
activity evoked by the visual stimulation paradigm, we pooled
data from all subjects to learn the (smoothed) RCA spatial fil-
ters. On the other hand, when comparing achieved SNR across
component analysis methods in Figure 6, we opted instead to
learn the optimal filters individually for each subject, as struc-
tural and functional variations are expected to lead to disparate
topographies. Note that when learning the filter weights indi-
vidually, the resulting dimensionality-reduced data is not con-
gruent across subjects (i.e., RC1 of subject 1 generally lies in a
different space than RC1 of subject 2). As such, care should be
taken when comparing the projected spectra across data com-
puted using different spatial filters.
RCA as a reliability filter. Here we have focused the anal-
ysis to the space of the formed components which encompass
data integrated across multiple electrodes. In some cases, it
may be desirable to rather analyze the data in the original elec-
trode space. To that end, it is also possible to treat RCA as
a “reliability filter” which outputs a data set whose dimen-
sionality is that of the original data set. This is achieved by
first projecting the data onto a set of C RCs, and then back-
projecting this rank-reduced data onto the scalp: if Y de-
notes the frequency-by-component RCA data matrix, and the
electrode-by-component matrix A denotes the corresponding
scalp projections (see Methods), then the reconstructed sensor-
space data matrix follows as X˜ = AYT . This procedure re-
moves dimensions exhibiting low trial-to-trial reliability, pre-
sumably corresponding to noise sources, from the data. Con-
ventional analysis methods such as trial-averaging may then be
employed on X˜.
Application to source imaging. We have shown here that
the topographies of the various RCs bear strong resemblance
to the underlying lead fields generating the observed SSVEP.
This suggests that RCA may be combined with source localiza-
tion approaches to yield robust estimates of the location of the
neuronal generators. Note that the conventional manner of per-
forming EEG source localization is to select an array of scalp
potentials at a given latency (or frequency-band) and project
the resulting vector onto the cortical surface using an appropri-
ately generated inverse matrix. While we do not engage here
in a discussion of the legitimacy of the resulting source loca-
tion estimates, we do propose that the RCA scalp projections
(for example, Figure 5D) may themselves be employed as in-
puts into a source localization algorithm. Note that these scalp
projections are not tied any particular time instant: rather, they
correspond to the source of activity which is reliably evoked
across trials. As such, their use as source localization inputs
eliminates the need to choose a particular time instant at which
to localize. The resulting cortical source distribution (i.e., the
output of the source localization) bears a time course given by
the RC whose scalp projection was used for the input. More-
over, this procedure yields insight into the sources underlying
the reliable activity extracted by the component, and whether
the RCs represent vast mixtures of generators or more spatially
localized dipoles.
Application to BCIs. The proposed technique is primarily
aimed at data sets collected in a neurobiological imaging set-
ting. However, we anticipate that RCA may also become rel-
evant for BCI applications which learn patterns of electrodes
associated with a particular cognitive state. We propose that
RCA be employed at the front-end as a feature selection step
which reduces the dimensionality of the input feature vector
while still capturing the reproducible neural features. Note that
the technique is inherently blind, requiring only multiple con-
gruent data records (i.e., without labels indicating the outcome
of any associated task) to learn the RCs. Moreover, the result-
ing features may yield better generalization due to their closer
link to physiology.
Frequency- vs time-domain. We note that many spatial fil-
tering approaches to SSVEPs employ a time-domain formula-
tion. Here, we advocate a frequency-domain approach which
replaces temporal samples of the electric potential with Fourier
coefficients at the presentation frequency and/or its associated
harmonics. Moreover, we only retain the dominant response
frequencies (i.e., spikes in the Fourier spectrum) in the feature
vector inputted to RCA. This provides relative immunity from
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artifacts and a minimally redundant signal. Note that the trial-
aggregation procedure of RCA (see equation 1) effectively in-
creases the column dimensionality of the data records (i.e., by
aggregating all pairs of trials, one has effectively reduced the
number of trials required to obtain a full-rank sample covari-
ance matrix). Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to mention that
RCA is also applicable to time-domain data (i.e., the second
dimension of Xn being time, not frequency). This applies to
transient evoked potential studies in which it is more appro-
priate to represent the neural responses as time series. In this
version, the spatial filters seek to maximize the temporal cor-
relation between the activity evoked during each trial. As the
dimensionality of the temporal dimension is expected to be sig-
nificantly larger than that of the spectral dimension of SSVEPs,
a larger number of trials is typically required in order to recover
the underlying signal sources.
Goodness of the SNR as a quality metric. The SNR is a nat-
ural metric which certainly conveys the most obvious goal of
a signal processing algorithm: reducing the noise. However, it
is worthwhile to point out that SNR becomes infinite for zero-
noise even if the desired signal has been greatly distorted. In
other words, the SNR down-weights signal distortion in favor
of noise reduction. However, electrodes which possess the low-
est noise levels are not necessarily those at which the cortical
sources project to most strongly. Thus, we caution from inter-
preting the SNR as a “gold-standard” in measuring the good-
ness of a spatial filtering algorithm. There are cases in which
one may be willing to sacrifice noise reduction in order to obtain
a minimally distorted version of the underlying source signal.
To that end, several approaches to managing the tradeoff be-
tween signal distortion and noise reduction have been proposed
in related signal processing fields [6].
Emergence of reliability in neuroscience. Our findings add to
the emerging body of evidence pointing to the utility of employ-
ing reliability as a criterion with which to measure and extract
meaningful neural signals. Highly reliable neural responses
have been observed in extensive parts of cortex during natu-
ralistic audio(visual) stimulation in fMRI [16], EEG [8, 9], and
magnetoencephalography (MEG) [23, 25]. Moreover, a recent
fMRI study has reported that the level of inter-subject correla-
tion in the blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) signal
is greater when the stimulus is presented in 3D [11]. In terms
of trial-based applications, a method to identify correlations
among spectral envelopes of multivariate electrophysiological
recordings has been proposed in [7]. Finally, reproducibility of
neural activation has been linked to conscious perception [39].
Collectively, these findings highlight the increasing use of relia-
bility as a meaningful feature in neuroscience: indeed, data col-
lection in the brain sciences almost always encompasses multi-
ple data records (i.e., multiple trials, multiple subjects, or both).
Given that the desired signal is expected to be common to these
records, reliability represents a natural means of separating the
reliable signal from the variable noise.
Application matters. While we have presented RCA as an
alternative to commonly employed methods such as CSP and
PCA, we do not suggest that it is the “best” component anal-
ysis method for analyzing SSVEPs. Rather, we feel that the
field of cognitive neuroimaging has not reaped the benefits of
spatial filtering approaches in the same way that the BCI world
has. For BCIs, SNR may in fact be the most appropriate metric,
as it may best relate to information bit rate. However, for elu-
cidating neural processing in human visual cortex, extracting
components which have physiological relevance is of utmost
importance. Here, we believe that exploiting the trial-to-trial
reliability of evoked responses is an appropriate way of bring-
ing the recovered components closer to physiology.
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